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KICK “OFF”

Rotary Risotto  
Take a goodly number of older grainy bits  
Stir in a mix of fresher bits n pieces  
Showing due Carr  
Strategically blend an alternative approach  
Bring to a warm simper  
Introduce SEStrainable elements  
With controlled Cook-ing  
Questionable process ensues  
Some Smokey should be expected  
But don’t be Brothered with 250 heat  
You can RYLAA on a generous outcome!

Next Taylor the serving Board  
Ten usual ingredients  
mixed in a medium sized Bowlen  
With a little pizza dis an dat  
Add Winter cake until well Dunstan  
Introduce a Goodwin measure of Gromet’s mate  
Over Cape Baron Goose and filleted Sturgeon  
Served well-done in 90 minutes!  
Bon appetite !

NEXT WEEK we’ll look at best OFF  
BBQ’s

And – Yesterday I accidently swallowed some food colouring. The Doctor says I’m OK, but I feel like I’ve dyed a little inside.

Noël

Humour  
Thought I’d start with an accountant joke:

How do you know your accountant is an extrovert?  
He stares at YOUR shoes when he’s talking to you.

G.O.
DATES TO REMEMBER
14th August: Board Meeting

ATTENDANCE  
9 July 2018  
MEMBERS  17  
GUESTS  1  
APOLOGIES  10  

---

Guest Speaker - Peter Marshall  SES

We were very fortunate to have Peter Marshall give a presentation on the work that The Victoria State Emergency Service (SES) does to ensure the safety of the community. It is a volunteer organisation with some 5,500 members, dedicated to helping Victorian communities during storms, floods, earthquakes and other emergencies, including tsunamis.

SES crews are trained to rescue people who are trapped or injured, carry out emergency repairs and aid other emergency service providers such as Police, Ambulance and Fire Brigade. Other emergency service providers work closely with SES during major emergencies.

Peter distributed to each of us an Emergency Tool Kit, a Home Emergency Plan booklet, a pen and “stress relief” helmet. The last two items displayed the Flood, Storm, Emergency phone number, 132 500. In addition there was an Activity Book to help educate children.

Members showed great interest and asked a number of questions including whether Unions were involved. Peter answered no, and assured us he was not that Peter Marshall.

Thank you Peter for an excellent and informative address.

Help from above? Brother Harry wins the raffle and hits the jackpot by drawing “The Joker”.
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